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“And The Winner Is…” British Customs Announces Winner of CROIG X
British Customs Mad Max-Themed Custom Motorcycle Charity Giveaway

Cafe Racers of Instagram announce winner of custom CROIG X BC Mad Max-themed 2015
Triumph Bonneville giveaway designed by the community and meant to spur creativity and
innovation through BC Weekend Projects.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) April 18, 2016 -- Cafe Racers of Instagram announced on their Instagram channel
the winner of the dream custom motorcycle “Furiosa,” a Mad Max-themed 2015 Triumph Bonneville built by
CROIG using British Customs Weekend Projects upgrades. The winner is Harvey W. Small of Oxnard, CA.
The motorcycle was built to raise awareness and donations for charity Riders for Health, and to showcase the
depth of motorcycle customization possible using factory-spec bolt-on parts.

Furiosa, named after the leading character from Mad Max: Fury Road, was conceived by the community, with
the intention to be given back to the community in an effort to raise awareness for Riders for Health, a not-for-
profit charity providing healthcare to 21.5 million people across Africa by using reliable, well-managed
transport. British Customs brought together community influencers, leading brands, up-and-comers, and others
to shed light on this important cause. Cafe Racers of Instagram — also known as CROIG — opened up their
social media channels to allow hundreds of thousands of followers to discuss and decide on a style of custom
motorcycle they wanted to see built using only a series of factory-spec bolt-on Weekend Projects parts from
British Customs. Weekend Projects take the guesswork out of personalizing your bike and upgrading the
appearance, performance, ergonomics, controls, and more. The campaign was kicked off with custom
motorcycle and industrial designer Jeremy Lacy who created multiple drafts of concept sketches which
community members voted on inspired by the styles of British Customs upgrades packages. After progressing
through multiple drafts of concept art, a final vision of the bike was created, and CROIG actualized it using the
simple approach by using a series of British Customs Weekend Projects.

The bike was built section by section with packages of factory-spec bolt-on parts from British Customs. To spur
creativity and innovation, these parts packages are designed to allow the average rider with only minimal
technical knowledge and basic tools to fully personalize a single model of motorcycle into a number of
authentic retro styles, or to be mixed and matched to create an entirely personalized build. These packages
eliminate the technical guesswork of what parts are necessary in order to customize a certain section of a
motorcycle, and contain everything required to allow a rider to transform their motorcycle in a weekend.

Weekend Projects cover all sections of a motorcycle, including appearance, controls, driveline, handling,
lighting, and performance. Some of the authentic vintage styles a rider can achieve with Weekend Projects
upgrades include tracker, scrambler, desert sled, cafe racer, bobber, hot rod, and resto-mod.

British Customs expressed that they feel fortunate to have brought together a team of community leaders,
brands, innovators, and icons to help make this custom build happen. Icons like motorcycle racing legend Eddie
Mulder and Chippa Wilson, professional surfer and new heritage lifestyle personality, shared their own
experiences with Weekend Projects and how their personal custom motorcycles were created using them.
Brands GoPro, Simpson Race Products, Nixon, Thursday Boot Co., Stance, Abel Brown, Aether Apparel,
Stance, and Hagon Shocks donated a range of products as part of weekly giveaways to the community while the
custom motorcycle was being built.
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The complete build notes for Furiosa have been published on the British Customs blog, detailing every BC
upgrade CROIG used to create this dream motorcycle. An in-depth series on the installation process using
Weekend Projects is forthcoming on the British Customs blog, with teasers available on the British Customs
YouTube channel.

About British Customs:
British Customs is a Southern California-based lifestyle brand and designer of aftermarket motorcycle parts.
They are known for making the highest quality factory-spec bolt-on parts that only require common tools and
minimal technical knowledge to install. With any of their parts upgrades, the average rider can completely
customize his or her motorcycle in a weekend.

About CROIG:
CROIG, known on Instagram as @CafeRacersOfInstagram, is a leading voice of the retro motorcycle
enthusiast community. CROIG consists of Andrew Blaschko and David Chang, who believe that “your freest
self is your truest self.”

About Riders for Health:
Riders for Health is a social enterprise and registered charity that manages and maintains vehicles for health-
focused partners in eight countries in sub-Saharan Africa. They work with ministries of health and other,
smaller community-based organizations to help manage two- and four-wheeled vehicles of outreach health
workers, allowing them to reach rural villages. Riders provides maintenance and management of these vehicles,
and training for health workers in safe riding and driving.
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Contact Information
David Bumpus
Triton Communications
+1 3104368012

David Bumpus
1-310-436-8012

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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